4/13/20
15 people in attendance

- Any further comments on parent letter-made edits as a group
- Tamara will send out Washington state recommendations, which is very thorough
- NDASP webpage has notes and resources available for anyone to use
- Some meeting for initial meetings and then waiting to sign consent
- MN is having some discussion about what to do when kids who are DD-Tamara will ask other presidents what they are doing on their network page
- Maybe need to discuss what we will do if we stay in this longer
- Alannah asked about various para trainings or discussions that others have done:
  - Help for billy
  - Online autism module
  - Freak the Mighty (young adult novel)
  - https://autisminternetmodules.org/user_mod.php
  - Communication training
  - Functions of behavior
  - CPI
  - SOS! Help for Parents website used to have some useful behavior management videos and information --haven't looked at it for a while, though.